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Abstract 

As technology booming everyday, usage of man’s work reduces and becoming a smart worker and 
also way of interaction with people changes a lot in this epoch. One of the major evolution is 
Facebook. Apart from uses, it has many flaws in design and also many assailable attacks to our 
personal data. We hear the term spam and phishing in Facebook. Spamming refers to the deep 
seated links posted on Facebook which redirects to unwatchable irrelevant content sites and product 
sites. In response to this Facebook introduced spam and report option but however hackers 
frequently change their links making it difficult to track. Phishing is explained as asking or stealing 
personal information like credit card details, username and passwords pretending that the site is 
trusty but it is not. In our paper we are going to mention attacks caused to facebook by spam and 
phishing and discussing  the pro’s and con’s of the existing approaches and identifying the best  
solution. 
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1  Introduction 
 
As Social networking sites are on big demand with more than 905 million users are registerd on 
Facebook which is highest. As Facebook connects people all over the universe  As there are number 
of users and popularity its gained, chance of attacking users is more by an unauthorized third party 
members. The attacker can attack with several  types of attacks which easily attract’s the user mind 
and can steal the data from user easily by attackers. Generally attacks   falls under category of  spam 
and phishing which are described in detail. 
 
1.1 Spamming in Facebook: 

 
Spam can be stated as irrelevant meesages sent over the internet typically to large number of users 
for purpose of stealing data advertising etc. There are different types of attacks in facebook falls 
under this spamming like Video Spam, Ip attacking Spam etc. 
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1.1.1 Video Spam 

  
Fig 1.1.1 Video Spam 

 
Clicking on this video either you will be redirected to some malware website going to this website 
leads to either downloading some tool which is virus there by stealing your data.Share this video to 
unlock it by sharing itself tags your friend list which leads to spamming. 
 
1.1.2 Ip attacking Spam 
This type of spam is also very powerful because the attacker steals your ipaddress and get to know 
each and everything done in your ip and may able to hack your ip when you click on this link . 
 

 
Fig 1.1.2 Ip attacking Spam 

 
1.2 Phishing Attacks  
Phishing can be represented as going to the link of a website which is not a original webpage but it 
looks as similar to original but not. As users never keep attention towards webpage 
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1.2.1 How Phishing happens 
 

 
Fig 1.2.2 Original webpage 

 
1.2.3 Phished webpage 

 
Fig 1.2.3 Phished website 

 

2. Existing Method to Secure from Spamming message 
 
Naïve Bayesian Filter: 
It is the popular technique used to detect spam message by using bag of words features to identify 
spam message  using Bayesian theorem. 
Procedure: 
This works on  three steps for identify the message containing Spam 
 Step1: In the first Step it compare the message with in the original message and noting down the 
probability of it. 
Step 2: In the Second Step it takes subset of words and comparing these words with in the message 
and probability is computed. 
Step 3: In the third Step it deals with rare words. 
Calculating the probability that the message has spam or not. Consider a word ie Shocking, and 
calculate  probability that this word is a spam message or not. 
P(M|D)=          P(D|M)*P(M) 
               P(D|M)*P(M)+P(D|E)*P(E) 
Where 
 P(M|D) Probability that message is a spam ie “Shocking” 
 P(M)   Total Probability having spam 
 P(D|M)Probabilitythatmessage Shockingappears in original message 
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 P(D) Probability occurs Spam 
 P(D|E) Probability that is not a spam appearing n no of times. 
 P(E) Total Probability that is not a spam 

 
The main advantage is that it can be calcualated as per user  requirements and  the drawback is 
hackers can easily estimate the words and then they introduce Bayesian duplicate filter which 
matches to it there by the messages wont be detected. There by hacking the data is easily possible 
and degrading the performance of technique. And also the message detecting in this technique are 
not originally spammed. 
 
 
2.1 K-Svm 
 
Ksvm is abbreviated as kernel support vector machine used for classification and regression analysis 
and also for calculating class estimations and analysing output. It eliminates all the drawbacks of 
Bayesian filter and also increases the throughput of the system. 
 
2.1.1  Ksvm method() 
Ksvm(class~.,data=atrain,kernel=”rbfdot”, kpar=list(sigma=0.0015),c=7,cross=4, prob.model=TRUE)  
Where  
 Atrain-Sample trained data set 
 Kernel-kernel method is used for prediction and also for traning the data.it is available  set to 

any kernel function in our system we used rbfdot which mean radial basis kernel Guassian. 
 Kpar- it takes parameters of kernel supporting kernel function some of them are Sigma 

function which is used as width for rbfdot and and also for laplace dot. 
 C-Constant term in lagranges formulation 
 Cross-k fold cross validation on atrain data. 
 Prob.model-if the value is true then it builds a model to calculate probabilities and false it 

doesn’t build any model. 
 

2.1.2rbfdot (Radial Basis Kernel function)  
It takes input samples z, z

|
 are vectors and defined as 

R(z,z
|
)= exp(- ||z-z

|
||

2
)   2o   

2
 

Where 
 ||z-z||

2
  Euclidean Square distance between two vectors of sample data 

 Sigma is any parameter  
 
2.2 Architecture of Proposed System 
 
The architecture describes when user’s enter into webpage of facebook it validates in database and 
then redirects to homepage of facebook whenever user want to post a message to public before 
posting it to public it checks whether the message containing spam or not and also phishing or not.  
It it is spam we use ksvm spam detection algorithm and identify it, if the percentage of spam is 
greater than 50-100 percentage then it drops the message then and there itself without any 
prompting to user. similarly done for phishing identifying duplicate links and drop and checks if the 
message is linking or tagging friends with out any prior permission from the user attempting to post 
the message then it drops the message. 
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Fig 2.2 Architecture 
 
2.3 Comparitive Study 
Taking a sample dataset and applied Bayesian filter using R Programming language. We have 
analysed that graphically as xplot says index and y-axis says priors from graph we get to know that 
the dataset is of 0.9 probabiliy of having spam out of 0.04 which is original message. 
 
2.3.1 Detecting Spam usingBayesian Filter 

 
Fig 2.3.1 Detecing Spam using Bayesian Filter 

 
This approach has flaws because each and every word is detecting as a spam the user cant post his 
messages eventhough the message doesn’t having any spam, it is a drawback. So it can be 
eliminated by using ksvm(kernel support vector machine) generally support vector machines are 
used to analyse and predict the data in terms of classification and regression. 
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 2.3.2 Detecting Spam Using Ksvm filter 

 
Fig 2.3.2 Detecting Spam using ksvm filter 

In this graph x-axis is taken as how frequently the word is repeating and y-axis is probabilities having 
spam or not. 
ksvm is the best approach in detecting spam in message because here it gave the exact probabilities 
of words that contains spam, so that fake identifying spam message can be reduced easily there by 
increasing accuracy and throughput.  
The plot showing decision values whether the message can be dropped or not.  
Postive values are message not containing spam and negative values are having spam. 
 

 
Fig 2.3.3 Detecting Spam Using SVM Analyser classification 

 
3.  Phishing  
This  algorithm eliminates the phishing and protecting the user from phishing attacks. 
 
3.1 Psuedo Algorithm 
1. At client system an antivirus software and firewall is placed and at receiver system a 
firewall,antivirus and anti-phishing software is installed in browser. 
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2. At the network  client side a intrusion detection system which identifies malicious sites and 
monitors network suspicious traffic and add ksvm spam detection algorithm to system similarly will 
done at receiver side. 
3. At the main server gateway antivirus and firewall and ksvm spanning algorithm is equipped. 
 
By these steps we can eliminate phishing and user is protected from attacks like Video Spam , Ip 
attacking              Spam , image spam coupon spam, etc as mentioned in introduction [1]. 
In the foremost Step as installing an antivirus software at client browser which will detect the phished 
website easily and monitor several website’s with in a network  
It can track easily which website is automatically redirecting and showing so many advertisements in 
a webpage user may not aware of this whenever user clicks it automatically downloads some 
software if you install then it tracks all the users data,it eliminates completely at next step by  
monitoring all unusual traffic will be alerted. 
At the last step it monitors all the gateway activities who all are connected in a network and detect 
easily which one is attacker and will block the system and there by protecting user and giving security 
is possible 
 

4. Conclusion  
 
We Surveyed different journals, base papers and analysed various algorithms and approaches to 
detect spam and phishing and we applied ksvm(kernel support vector machines) to detect spam 
which increased the efficiency of system and done a comparative study with existing approaches and 
ksvm can be the best in detecting spam in Facebook. 
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